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1 Introduction Bartley et al (1966) and McCracken and Neon (1966) ldentffied bundles of
interplanetary magnetic field (1MF) lines that differed in direction from the interplanetary
field lines m which they were imbedded These bundles, called filaments by the authors,
differed m direction by as much as several tens of degrees from the surrounding field The
filaments were first noticed due to the large and sudden change in flow direction of highly
anlsotroplc solar flare protons in the energy range 1 to 13 MeV Passage of the filaments
over the spacecraft required a few hours, implying a diameter for the filaments of approxi-
mately 3 X106 km at a distance of 1 AU from the Sun In 1968, Jok_pu and Parker used
Le,ghton'n hypothesis of random walk of magnetic field lines associated with granules and
supergranules (1964) to develop a picture of an interplanetary medium composed of a tangle
of field lines frozen into the solar wind, but whose feet were carried about by the random
motions at the solar surface Jok_pn and Parker noted that using a correlation length of
15,000 km -- about the radms of a supergranule -- the magnetic structure would be 3 XI06
km in size at 1 AU This is close to the size of the filaments as determined by Bartley et al
and MeCracken and Nenn These workers did not find changes m the solar particle intensity,
anmotropy ratio or energy spectrum as the spacecraft entered the filament

In this paper we analyze further the phenomenon of interplanetary filamentary struc-
ture We have Identified about 50 such well-defined structures in 1978 and 1979, mainly on
the basis of intensity changes m fluxes of solar electrons of energy 2 to 10 keV Ion inten-
sity changes are often found to accompany the changes in electron intensity We have made
use of simultaneous observatmns of solar wind plasma and magnetic field on the ISEE-3
spacecraft in order to further characterize interplanetary filament structure

2 Discussion Figure 1 shows a solar flare particle event as seen at 1 AU on the ISEE-3
spacecraft After the impulsive phase, the electron intensity decays and the slower moving
ions begin to appear at about 1800 UT At 2000 UT the low energy electrons and the ions
abruptly increase In intensity About 6 hours later the particle intensity suddenly decreases
In this case, there axe no well-defined changes m the solar wind or IMF parameters with
which to associate the particle intensity changes Of further interest is the small solar flare
particle injection which begins at about 0100 UT on 21 May From the observed velocity
dmperslon in the higher energy channels, we would expect the arrival of 2 keV electrons
sometime after 0200 UT The absence of a new mjectmn of electrons at this time in the
lowest energy channels could be simply due to the absence of low energy electrons in the
flare This seems unlikely to as since, m the many such flare events observed on ISEE-3,
we almost always find a rising spectrum down to the lowest energies We prefer to interpret
the effect as being due to location of the small flare within the regina of field lines which
define the filament After the filament passes over the spacecraft, electrons from the small
flare can no longer reach the spacecraft The presence of particles from the earlier flare for
many hours before and after the passage of the filament implies that the particles from this
flare were injected into a much larger spatial region than was the case for the smaller flare
Figure 2 shows that the angular distribution of the low energy electrons differs slgmficantly
from that in the surrounding IMF Just before entry into the filament, the pitch angle dis-
tnbutaon was nea'ly motropie (I m Figure 2) Inmde the filament, the percentage of the
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L IntroductIOn Bartley et al (1966) and McCracken and Ness (1966) IdentIfied bundles of 
mterplanetary magnetic field (IMF) hnes that dIffered m dIrectIOn from the mterplanetary 
field hnes In whIch they were Imbedded These bundles, called filaments by the authors, 
dIffered m dIrectIOn by as much as several tens of degrees from the surroundmg field The 
filaments were first notIced due to the large and sudden change In flow dIrectIOn of hIghly 
anIsotropIc solar flare protons m the energy range 1 to 13 MeV Passage of the filaments 
over the spacecraft reqUIred a few hours, Implymg, a diameter for the filaments of apprOXI
mately 3 XI06 km at a dIstance of 1 AU from the Sun In 1968, JOk1p11 and Parker used 
Leighton's hypothesIs of random walk of magnetic field hnes associated With granules and 
supergranules (1964) to develop a picture of an Interplanetary medIUm composed of a tangle 
of field hnes frozen mto the solar WInd, but whose feet were carried about by the random 
motIOns at the solar surface JoklplZ and Parker noted that usmg a correlatIOn length of 
15,000 km - about the radIUS of a supergranule - the magnetic structure would be 3 Xl06 

km In SIze at 1 AU ThiS IS close to the SIze of the filaments as determmed by Bartley et at 
and McCracken and Ness These workers did not find changes m the solar particle mtenslty, 
anisotropy ratio or energy spectrum as the spacecraft entered the filament 

In thiS paper we analyze further the phenomenon of mterplanetary filamentary struc
ture We have Identified about 50 such well-defined structures m 1978 and 1979, mamlyon 
the basiS of mtensity changes m fluxes of solar electrons of energy 2 to 10 keV Ion inten
sity changes are often found to accompany the changes m electron mtensity We have made 
use of SImultaneous observatIOns of solar wmd plasma and magnetic field on the ISEE-3 
spacecraft m order to further characterize mterplanetary filament structure 

~ DIscussIOn FIgure 1 shows a solar flare particle event as seen at 1 AU on the ISEE-3 
spacecraft After the ImpulSIve phase, the electron mtensity decays and the slower movmg 
Ions begIn to appear at about 1800 UT At 2000 UT the low energy electrons and the IOns 
ahruptly Increase In Intensity About 6 hours later the particle IntenSIty suddenly decreases 
In thIS case, there are no well-defined changes In the solar WInd or IMF parameters WIth 
whIch to asSOCIate the particle mtensity changes Of further mterest IS the small solar flare 
partIcle InjectIOn which begms at about 0100 UT on 21 May From the observed velOCIty 
dISperSIOn In the hIgher energy channels, we would expect the arrival of 2 ke V electrons 
sometIme after 0200 UT The absence of a new InjectIOn of electrons at thIS tIme m the 
lowest energy channels could be Simply due to the absence of low energy electrons In the 
flare ThIS seems unhkely to llS sInce, m the many such flare events observed on ISEE-3, 
we almost always find a rISIng spectrum down to the lowest energIes We prefer to Interpret 
the effect as bemg due to locatIOn of the small flare WIthIn the regIOn of field hnes which 
define the filament After the filament passes over the spacecraft, electrons from the small 
flare can no longer reach the spacecraft The presence of particles from the earher flare for 
many hours before and after the passage of the filament Implies that the partIcles from thIS 
flare were mjected mto a much larger spatIal regIOn than was the case for the smaller flare 
FIgure 2 shows that the angular dIstrIbution of the low energy electrons dIffers sIgmficantly 
from that In the surroundmg IMF Just before entry Into the filament, the pItch angle dIS
tribution was nep-Iy IsotrOPIC (I In FIgure 2) InSIde the filament, the percentage of the 
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Flgure 1 A broad filamentinterruptsthe decayof a solarflareparticleeventfor

about 6 hours The filamentevldentlyconnectsthe spacecraftto a placeIn the
solaratmospherewhere the emlsslonof solarparticlesIsgreaterthan inthe sur-

roundingregions
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Figure2 The pitchangledistributionof the low energyelectronsIn the filament

shows a strongflowof particlesaway from the Sun The energyspectrum of the
electronsinsideand outsidethe filamentdo not differmuch, perhapsindicating

the particlesm the filamentalsocome from the flarewhich began at1107UT
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Figure 1 A broad filament Interrupts the decay of a solar flare particle event for 
about 6 hours The filament eVidently connects the spacecraft to a place In the 
solar atmosphere where the emission of solar particles IS greater than In the sur
rounding regions 
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Figure 2 The pitch angle distributIOn of the low energy electrons In the filament 
shows a strong flow of particles away from the Sun The energy spectrum of the 
electrons inside and outside the filament do not differ much, perhaps indicating 
the particles In the fllament also come from the flare which began at 1107 UT 
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electrons directed back toward the Sun is very small After passage of the filament, the flow
becomes much less amsotropzc The propagation conditions are very different for the low
energy electrons inside the filament than for those in the sunoundmg interplanetary
medium

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate some of the features of filaments in the IMF as seen in low

energy solar electrons In this example, and in many others, there is little change in the
solar wind and 1MF parameters Therefore, we will refer to particle effects such as those
shown in Figures 1 and 2 as being due to particle propagation channels

Figure 3 illustrates several features of these propagation channels During the 24-hour
interval shown, at least three of these can be zdentffied First, there are strong correlations
with solar wind and IMF parameters Perhaps the strongest of these is with solar wind
number density
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Figure3 Particlepropagatmnchannelsoftenoccurin clusters In this exampleat
least three such channelscan be identified There are well-definedcorrelations
withsolar wind densityandmagneticfieldchanges

Although not as clearly defined, solar wind speed changes appear to be spatially coin-
cident with the particle channels It is quite remarkable that the relative magnetic field
decreases are so large The sequence of particle channels shown in Figure 3 illustrates the
tendency for them to come in clusters Several may occur in one day, but then several days
may go by without their appearance

We have selected 37 of the most clearly defined examples of particle channels and,
using solar wind velocity and IMF direction, calculated the spatial extent of each channel
The result is 3 7 4- 2 3 ×10 o kin, where we have given the average and the average devia-
tion We have not attempted to correct these numbers for geometrical effects based on
assumed cross-section shapes for the channels Our average value is somewhat higher than
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electrons dlrected back toward the Sun lS very small After passage of the filament, the flow 
becomes much less alllsotroplc The propagatlOn condltIons are very dlfferent for the low 
energy electrons mSlde the filament than for those m the surlOundmg mterplanetary 
medlUm 

Flgures 1 and 2 lliustrate some of the features of filaments m the IMF as seen m low 
energy solar electrons In thls example, and m many others, there lS httle change m the 
solar wind and IMF parameters Therefore, we wIll refer to partlcle effects such as those 
shown m Flgures 1 and 2 as bemg due to partlcle propagatlOn channels 

Flgure 3 lliustrates several features of these propagatlOn channels Durmg the 24-hour 
interval shown, at least three of these can be ldentlfied FIrst, there are strong correlatlOns 
wlth solar wmd and IMF parameters Perhaps the strongest of these lS wlth solar wmd 
number denslty 
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Figure 3 Particle propaga.tion cha.nnels often occur m clusters In thiS example at 
lea.st three such cha.nnels ca.n be Identified There are well-defined correlatIOns 
with solar wmd denSity a.nd magnetic field changes 

Although not as clearly defined, solar wmd speed changes appear to be spatlally com
cldent wlth the partlcle channels It lS qUlte remarkable that the relatIve magnetlc field 
decreases are so large The sequence of partlcle channels shown m Flgure 3 Illustrates the 
tendency for them to come m clusters Several may occur m one day, but then several days 
may go by Wlthout thelr appearance 

We have selected 37 of the most clearly defined examples of partlcle channels and, 
usmg solar wmd veloclty and IMF dlrectlon, calculated the spatlal extent of each channel 
The result lS 3 7 ± 2 3 XI06 km, where we have glven the average and the average devla
tlOn We have not attempted to correct these numbers for geometrlcal effects based on 
assumed cross-sectlOn shapes for the channels Our average value lS somewhat hlgher than 
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that obtmned by Bartley et al, but the agreement is nonetheless good

3 Conclusions Finally, we summarize a few of the results obtained to date

1) Particle propagation channels tend to come in clusters separated by a few hours
Intervals of days may elapse wxthout the appearance of these features There m a strong ten-
dency for the particle channels to appear m populations of solar particles which are relatively
young Conversely, the channels are relatively rare near the end of long-hved streams of
solar particles

2) Particle propagation channels are defined by particle decreases as well as increases
The channels may contmn ions as well as electrons In some channels, the ions may show
an increase while the electrons decrease, and mc_ versa

3) The angular distribution of electrons inside the particle channels often differs
greatly from the angular distributions outside the channel. This implies a considerable
difference in the amount of magnetic turbulence in the frequency range 1 to 10 Hz, the fre-
quencies most effective in scattering the pitch angles of low energy electrons

4) We believe that particle channehng characterizes much of the interplanetary
medmm Whale the average rate of occurrence of clearly defined ("square wave") particle
channels may be on the order of only one per day, there appear to be many more channels
which are less well-defined

5) Correlatmn with solar wind and IMF parameters is highly variable Sometimes the
channel is distinctly defined by several of these parameters, at other times one parameter
may mark the channel In one case, a tangential dlscontmmty marks the edges of a particle
channel ( Tsnrutans, Personal Commnnlcation, April, 1985)

6) The particle propagataon channels consist of magnetac field hnes which trace back to
a dmtmctly different place in the solar particle source region, presumably in the solar atmo-
sphere, than do field hnes adjoined to the propagation channels

4 Acknowledgements This work was supported by NASA grant NAG5-376
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that obtamed by Bartley et al , but the agreement IS nonetheless good 

L ConcluslOns Fmally, we summarize a few of the results obtamed to date 

1) PartIcle propagatIon channels tend to come m clusters separated by a few hours 
Intervals of days may elapse WIthout the appearance of these features There IS a strong ten
dency for the partIcle channels to appear m populatlOns of solar partIcles whIch are relatively 
young Conversely, the channels are relatIvely rare near the end of long-hved streams of 
solar particles 

2) PartIcle propagatIon channels are defined by partIcle decreases as well as mcreases 
The channels may con tam Ions as well as electrons In some channels, the Ions may show 
an mcrease while the electrons decrease, and vIce verBa 

3) The angular distnbution of electrons inSIde the partIcle channels often dIffers 
greatly from the angular dlstnbutlOns outsIde the channel. This Imphes a conSiderable 
difference in the amount of magnetlc turbulence in the frequency range 1 to 10 Hz, the fre
quenCIes most effective m scattering the pItch angles of low energy electrons 

4) We beheve that particle channehng charactenzes much of the mterplanetary 
medIUm WhIle the average rate of occurrence of clearly defined ("square wave") particle 
channels may be on the order of only one per day, there appear to be many more channels 
which are less well-defined 

5) CorrelatlOn with solar wmd and IMF parameters IS hIghly varIable SometImes the 
channel is distinctly defined by several of these parameters, at other times one parameter 
may mark the channel In one case, a tangentIal dlscontmUlty marks the edges of a partlcle 
channel ( TBUnttam, PerBonal Communication, April, 1985) 

6) The particle propagatlOn channels conslst of magnetic field hnes whlch trace back to 
a dlStInctly dlfferent place m the solar particle source region, presumably m the solar atmo
sphere, than do field hnes adjOined to the propagation channels 
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